Efficient and fast functional screening of microdystrophin constructs in vivo and in vitro for therapy of duchenne muscular dystrophy.
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is an X-linked, lethal genetic disorder affecting the skeletal muscle compartment, and is caused by mutation(s) in the dystrophin gene. Gene delivery of microdystrophin constructs using adeno-associated virus (AAV) and antisense-mediated exon skipping restoring the genetic reading frame are two of the most promising therapeutic strategies for DMD. Both approaches use microdystrophin proteins either directly as a desired construct for gene delivery, using the capacity-limited AAV vectors, or as the therapeutic outcome of gene splicing. Although functionality of the resulting artificial dystrophin proteins can be predicted in silico, experimental evidence usually obtained in transgenic mice is required before human trials. However, the enormous number of potential constructs makes screening assays for dystrophin protein function in vitro and in vivo highly desirable. Here we present data showing that functionality of microdystrophins can be assessed using relatively simple and fast techniques.